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THE OFFENSIVE INCREASED

107 GERMAN PLANES DESTROYED LAST MONTH BY FIGHTER COMMAND

Three times as many major offensive operations were carried out in

daylight over enemy territory By pilots of Fighter Command in April as

during the whole of the preceding three months.

In these daylight offensives, 69 enemy aircraft were destroyed, ;
Pour more were shot down round our coasts in daylight and our night fighters

and anti-aircraft defences accounted for 34 German Bombers, 8 of which were

shot down over their Bases in France and the Low Countries, During the month,

fighters and ack-ack fire destroyed 107 enemy aircraft on the Western Front,

Our fighter- losses were 99 aircraft, But the pilots of six are safe in this

country.

For the day fighter pilots it was the Busiest month since the

offensives Began in January last year. They carried out 67 major offensive

operations, and on 35 of these raids Bombers were escorted to attack targets

on the continent.

The effectiveness of the fighter screens can Be judged from the fact

that the total bomber losses during all these operations were only six,
and at least half of these were lost to anti-aircraft fire.

During one period of four days - from April 25 to 28 - twenty large-

scale attacks were carried out, and on April 30; seven major offensives

were launched.

In addition to the 107 enemy aircraft, the destruction of which is

confirmed, very many more German machines were proßaßly destroyed or

damaged.

By shooting down 34 German Bombers in the month, our night defences

scored their greatest success since June of last year. In comparing these

figures of enemy losses at night with those of 1941? it must Be remembered

that last year raids were much mere frequent and many times heavier than

those experienced so far this year. So that the proportion of raiders

Brought down has Been much higher than last year.


